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“Everybody Relied
on his Wisdom”
Bob Ames Served Two Presidents and His Nation 
Heroically Until th a t Tragic Explosion in Beirut
By Robert S. Lyons, Jr., ’61
R obert C. Ames, ’56, a member of the Explorers 1954 
NCAA basketball championship team, was one of the fatal 
victims of the terrorist bombing of the U.S. Embassy in 
Beirut, Lebanon on April 18 that, according to published 
reports, virtually wiped out the Central Intelligence Agen­
cy’s key station in the Middle East.
Ames, who had played a key role in developing the 
Reagan Administration’s peace initiative in the Middle 
East, was director of the CIA’s Office of Analysis for the 
Near East and South Asia. He had arrived in Beirut only 
the day before the bombing and was apparently meeting 
with CIA personnel on an upper floor of the Embassy when 
more than 300 pounds of explosives were detonated.
Ames had personally briefed President Reagan on the 
situation in Lebanon about a month before the attack. He 
had become publically linked to the Administration’s 
Middle East policy in 1982 when he appeared at several 
meetings in the State Department with Secretary of State 
George P. Shultz. Former President Carter and Shultz’s 
predecessor, Alexander M. Haig, Jr., also considered 
Ames a key analyst.
Robert E. Hunter, a member of the National Security 
Council staff during the Carter administration, told the 
Washington Post that Ames was a superb analyst who 
served successive presidents with equal impartiality. Re­
agan administration officials told the New York Times that 
Ames “ had played an unusually significant role in the 
formulation of policy,” a more central role because he 
impressed Shultz and other officials with his grasp of 
Middle East affairs.
“At 49, Bob Ames was already one of the old Middle 
East hands about town,” Hunter wrote in the Post. “ But 
he was special. I first knew him during the Carter adminis­
tration, when we were struggling to get the hostages out 
of Iran and to implement the Camp David Accords for the 
West Bank and Gaza. He was then one of a small group 
of national intelligence officers responsible for prying the 
best information out of U.S. agencies and getting it quickly 
to people who had to make decisions. But Bob didn’t stop 
there. Tradition has it that CIA officers aren’t supposed to 
immerse themselves in policy, but he became a brilliant 
exception, never lacking in ideas when most of us had run 
dry.
“ Everybody relied on his wisdom. When Robert Strauss, 
the president’s negotiator, needed one person to serve as 
his eyes and ears on the Middle East, we sent him Bob 
Ames—and Strauss never had to look any further. When 
we were preparing the president’s speech outlining the 
Carter Doctrine for the Persian Gulf, much of the best 
thinking was Bob Ames’. And after the change in adminis­
trations, he earned the trust of the new team as well, 
playing a key role at the president’s elbow in fashioning 
the Reagan plan for the West Bank and Gaza.
“ Much is written about the supposed biases of career 
officials working on Middle East issues, but that didn’t 
apply to Bob Ames. He wasn’t “ pro” or “anti” anybody 
in the Middle East; he was at home with both Israelis and 
Arabs; and he earned their respect as a partisan of the 
American interest, even when he was challenging shib­
boleths on either side—always with great good humor, but
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To the Class of '56,
He smiled at a fellow alumnus on the elevator. We beat Boston ...
What do you hear about V.C.U No, he said, it was a nephew not a son
of his teammate Charlie Greenberg... Anyway, wouldn’t it be great if history 
did repeat itself? Then he rounded the comer and was gone.
They brought Bob Ames home from Beirut with the 15 others last Saturday. 
At the Andrews Air Force Base hangar those of us hemmed in near the ever 
business-like, scruffily attired media people could barely hear the President 
invoke the exhortation, “Blessed are the peacemakers.” Not until our 
Sunday morning newspapers arrived could we see his tears.
The Sunday afternoon ceremony, when Bob Ames was interred at Arlington 
National Cemetery, seemed more personal. It is a smaller place than you might 
imagine. A funeral there can suggest that a still relatively small group 
resting together until the Resurrection Day is welcoming one more hero into 
its midst. “Goodbye, Bobby,” said his teammate Frank Blatcher as we made our 
way back to our cars through the gentle rain.
Later Frank and his wife Marjorie, my Mary and I reminisced about him as 
we leafed through the yearbook. I tried awkwardly to convey a sense of his 
professional achievement—the U.S. Government’s leading Middle Eastern 
and South Asian analyst, with strong prospects of rising higher. We found 
a  better summation in the yearbook:
“In everything attend to thyself, what thou art doing and 
what thou art saying; and direct thy whole attention to this, that 
thou mayst please Me alone, and neither desire nor seek anything 
outside of Me.” ('56 Explorer, p. 56)
We remembered the folding of the flag which had been draped over the 
coffin, in slow military cadence. When finally wrapped in a tight triangle, 
the flag was passed along the pallbearers’ line nearest the mourners, until 
finally presented to the widow by the officer of the Old Guard. The strict, 
precise formality seemed in a way to underscore the obscenity of the violent 
act inflicted on a decent man.
Yet that gesture, as the culmination of the funeral service, was intended 
for a broader purpose, we finally agreed. It was meant to become a small 
core of memory, to endure through the period when the feeling of loss might 
become even more acute than at present, and then please God to expand with 
time and further reflections upon this extraordinary life and death, and 
thereby provide added spiritual comfort for his family. And perhaps in 
a small way for the rest of us.
Bill Henhoeffer ’56
A M E S  — continued
Bob Ames (front row, far right) sat beside All-American Tom Gola for the official portrait of the Explorers’ 1954 NCAA basketball champions.
with intensity of purpose underneath. He set a standard 
for the CIA that should make any government proud.”
Federal officials said that Ames was making his first 
official visit to Beirut in five years in a “ liaison role,” at­
tempting to ease contacts among the Lebanese, Syrians, 
and Israelis. He had previously served in South Yemen, 
Beirut, Kuwait and Tehran, where he was a consultant to 
Richard Helms, U.S. Ambassador to Iran. He also advised 
the Carter administration on the Iran hostage situation.
According to reports published in the Philadelphia In- 
quirier and other newspapers, the timing and precision of 
the bombings have created some speculation in the in­
telligence community that Ames and his CIA colleagues 
were the actual targets of the terrorists.
Although one White House official rejected that theory, 
a CIA source conceded that it was “ the most devastating 
attack” in the agency’s history.
“The loss would have been less if they’d gotten Habib 
and Draper,” said the intelligence specialist, referring to 
special U.S. envoy Philip Habib and his assistant, Morris 
Draper. A senior White House official agreed that Ameri­
ca’s intelligence operation in Beirut was practically de­
stroyed with the deaths of at least eight of its personnel 
among the 17 American victims.
“ Bob was a great person and his career in the foreign
affairs community was an outstanding one,” said Michael 
F. Gallagher, ’67, a U.S. State Department Foreign Service 
Officer. “ Bob personified the success the Christian 
Brothers have had in helping to equip their graduates to 
make substantial contributions to the community.”
A mes, a U.S. Army veteran, was buried with full military 
honors at Arlington National Cemetery. Memorial services 
were also held at the Washington National Cathedral.
Ames was a graduate of Roxborough High School. A 
pre-law major at La Salle, he played as a reserve guard 
on the Explorers’ basketball teams for three years. “ Bob 
epitomized the term scholar-athlete,” recalled a friend and 
teammate Frank Blatcher, ’56. “ His priorities were in the 
right order. I remember him telling me during our senior 
year, Tough as nails, hard as bricks, we’re the class of 
fifty-six.’ I remember after we won the NCAA cham­
pionship, after we finished runnerup to Bill Russell’s San 
Francisco club the following year, Bob scored 51 points 
in a Gold Medal Tournament game against the best com­
petition in the city of Philadelphia. That’s indicative of the 
amount of talent we had on our basketball team.”
Ames is survived by his mother, Helen, his wife, Yvonne, 
and six children. He was living in Reston, Va., at the time 
of his tragic death. ■
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T eenagers in Holy Name parish in Fishtown respectfully 
refer to him as “ Rocky.” At Ancillae Academy in Wyncote, 
gradeschoolers call him “ Father.” But to an admiring 
coterie of college students and teachers on Olney Heights, 
the Reverend Maurice Schepers, associate professor of 
Religion at La Salle College, is known as “ marathon man.”
For many of us at La Salle, Ugo Donini was the first: 
a faculty member over thirty who ran. Long before the 
advent of Adidas and Walkmen, we would watch Ugo, 
from our sedentary slots in the faculty lunch room, plod 
around the McCarthy Stadium quarter-mile track, and 
we’d guiltily gulp down our unjust desserts or edit the 
french fries from our luncheon orders.
For many of us, too, Jack Reardon, ’59, and Dennis 
Kennedy, both teachers in our Accounting Department, 
constituted the new wave of La Salle faculty runners. Both 
competed in the Independence Marathon in Philadelphia 
this past fall, so arousing the interest of a sadistic core of 
vicarious alumni gathered in Chestnut Hill to watch them 
glide up Germantown Avenue that several drove down­
town to see both men run to the finish line on Chestnut 
Street.
But whenever anyone at La Salle so much as mentions 
running, Maurice Schepers’ name races to the lips of 
insiders competing to reveal who knows more about his 
latest incredible achievement. Boston inevitably comes to 
mind, pens and pads come out, and someone quickly 
calculates that Maury’s latest saunter through that twenty- 
six mile 385 yard course (one hundred and five revolutions 
on Ugo’s track) in two hours and fifty-four minutes aver­
ages out to 6.6 minute miles—twenty-six sub-seven 
minute miles.
The Boston Marathon is universally recognized as the 
premier long distance running competition. First held in 
1897, making it the oldest continually run race in the world, 
it takes place each year on Patriots’ Day, a Monday in April 
and a state holiday in Massachusetts. While tradition is the 
source of much of its prestige, helping to attract an inter­
national cadre of first-class distance runners, its stringent 
entrance requirements (a 2:50 qualifying time for men 
under forty, a 3:20 for those over fifty) winnow out all but 
the best (while 17,000 ran in the last New York Marathon, 
only 6,600 were admitted to Boston in 1983).
Even to fans who’ve never been to Boston, the marathon 
course itself engenders feelings of déjà vu. Starting in 
suburban Hopkinton, it winds along fairly level route 135, 
through occasional up-down swells, to the seven mile 
mark in Framingham where a Dixie Land band entertains
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MARATHON MAN
By Jack Seydow, ’65
some of the 1,000,000 onlookers strategically clustered 
along the route. Then on to Natick Center, where running 
aficionados congregate to watch the frontrunners sneak 
peeks at the ten mile clock positioned there. The festival 
atmosphere in Wellesley, almost fifteen miles out, helps 
to buoy the marathoners through the two mile steep de­
cline, across the Charles River, and into the dreaded New­
ton Hills. It has become trite to mention that those five miles 
of modest hills are not so difficult as legend has made 
them out to be; where they occur in the race, though, is 
what makes them harrow even the best prepared mara­
thoner. After the renowned Heartbreak Hill (so named 
decades past by Johnny Kelly, running at age seventy- 
five in his fifty-second consecutive Boston Marathon), the 
course is not literally all down hill, but the final four miles 
do proceed through relatively level terrain. Mammoth 
crowds, from Boston College to Beacon Street to Boylston 
Avenue, clog that last leg of the course, welcoming every 
entrant as a winner, urging them up Hereford through Ring 
Row to the Prudential Center finish line.
“ It’s been a long road up here,” began Father Maurice 
Schepers in his homily at the baccalaureate mass for the 
La Salle College Class of '83. He had just worked his way 
past the pews and around the podium in the sanctuary 
of the Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul, and surmounted 
the steps to the pulpit, continuing, “ I’ve never been so high 
before.”
F o r Maurice Schepers, ordained in 1956, that road had 
been both long and unique. Born to Dutch Reformed 
parents in Holland, Michigan, and educated in the public 
schools there, he enrolled in Aquinas College in Grand 
Rapids in 1945. The following year, at age eighteen, he 
became a Roman Catholic; four years later, after earning 
his baccalaureate degree, he entered the Dominican nov­
itiate. After stopovers, as student and teacher, in Paris, 
Washington, and Rome, he found his way in January of 
1968 to La Salle College.
“Hey, Uncle Maury," a voice from above called to him 
somewhere around the twenty-five mile mark. Pulled from 
his reveries about how this, his fifth Boston Marathon, was 
in many ways the most wonder filled of them all, he looked 
up to see his nephew perched high above him in a 
sycamore. Throughout the race he had heard more than 
a few shout, “Lookin’ good, Ole-knee," the sobriquet a 
reference to the Olney Kiwanis shirt he was wearing. And 
after passing through the gauntlet of Wellesley coeds who
traditionally hurl epithets at all the male runners, he had 
even heard an honest-to-God real Philadelphia accent: a 
friend from McDevitt High pleading, “Go Ahl-e-knee." 
Now his family was cheering him through the final stretch 
of one of his best marathon times—not so good as the 
2:48 he had run in ’81, but not bad for a man of fifty-five.
“What's so amazing about Maury Schepers,” fellow run­
ner and La Salle colleague Jack Reardon maintains, is not 
only that he’s running sub-three hour marathons in his 
fifties, but that he never started running until he was forty- 
five, and never ran in a marathon until he was fifty. “ Im­
agine where he would have been if . . .,” his voice trails 
off in wonder. “ In the absolute sense Maury is a really 
good runner,” Reardon thinks, “ but considering all the 
advantages he never had, he’s made himself into a really 
great runner.”
runner’s runner,” proclaims another colleague, Den­
nis Kennedy, about Schepers as guru. “ He’s what I call 
a ‘spiritual’ runner, one who when racing doesn’t use up 
energy so much as he derives it—an ‘efficient’ runner, and 
one who unselfishly encourages others to do their best. 
While really dedicated to becoming a better runner, he 
keeps the whole running enterprise in perspective.”
That perspective is illustrated by some of Schepers’ 
Ancillae admirers. Sisters Elizabeth McCoy and Kathleen 
Helbig tell of his giving the trophy he’d been awarded for 
winning (in the Master’s category) a half-marathon to an 
eighth grader they’d taken with them to see him run; on 
another occasion he gave one of the nun’s nieces his first- 
place watch. And Jack Corley recounts with a shake of 
the head his experience in watching Schepers in his first 
try at the Boston Marathon: Jack and his family were 
applauding in front of the Framingham train station when 
Maury ran up to them, drank the cupful of water they 
offered him, and then thanked each of them by name for 
being kind enough to come all that distance to see him 
perform—and then he proceeded on to finish the remain­
ing eighteen miles.
“ There is running, and then there is running marathons, " 
he once distinguished in response to a question about 
what makes Maury run. “I wouldn't let a day go by without 
running. ’’
This day was challenging him, however, to justify the 
joys of running marathons. Leaving behind the friends who 
once again welcomed him in Framingham, he was labor­
ing alone along the rundown railroad tracks and past the
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M A R A TH O N  — continued
His body was not com plete ly healed from the hepatitis he had 
picked up while teach ing missionaries in Pakistan
still desolate New England fields. He was feeling intimately 
the runner’s loneliness, exacerbated by that unholy al­
liance of time with space, and being forced to examine 
most critically that classical axiom that all runners implicitly 
subscribe to: mens sana in corpore sano.
His body was not really all that healthy, not completely 
healed perhaps from the hepatitis he had picked up while 
teaching Catholic missionaries in Pakistan last summer. 
And somewhere back in that now questionably sane mind 
lurked the remembrance of his look of surmise when, 
whisking along at four in the morning when the 
temperature was down to 90°, he looked up to glance 
against the horizon the profile of an aged Pakistani, read­
ing aloud from the Koran, in his incense-filled, kiosk-sized 
mosque.
A different voice now interrupted those musings: instead 
of the usual orange slices, it could be heard proffering 
cans of beer. Just in front of him the back of a T-shirt 
announced, "Running for Jesus." Now he could even 
smell the beer, stronger than incense, and see in per­
spective the outstretched hand. Not now, he thought. Not 
right this minute, anyhow.
Little in Maury Schepers’ background foreshadowed his 
running achievements. More interested in music (piano 
and voice) and in tennis (he’d gone to the Michigan high 
schools’ doubles finals in his senior year), he had never 
run any distance to speak of until a friend invited him along 
for a three mile jog. Confessing to being “a compulsive 
person,” Maury, then forty-five, started running two to 
three miles daily thereafter.
The turning point in his recreational running began in 
1978, during that winter’s Great Blizzard, when he attend­
ed his first indoor track meet. Impressed by, “of all things,” 
a Nike ad—“ For the long distance runner there’s no finish 
line”—he decided that night to train for the Penn Relays 
marathon, just eleven weeks away. He had read some­
where that if one ran fifty miles a week for ten weeks he 
could finish a marathon. “What they never said, though,” 
Maury now chuckles, “ is what you’d feel like after finish­
ing.” r.
He had been there before, looking forward with gratitude 
to finishing.' And then he had come to feel that notorious 
runners' "high," had come to forget how long the road was 
to that special kind of euphoria. The agony of the last six 
miles was almost completely obscured now by the ecstacy 
of that finish, the journey’s once seemingly improbable 
end.
He hadn’t known yet, of course, that Joan Benoit, finish­
ing in 2:22:42, had broken the women’s world record for 
the marathon. Nor was he aware that Greg Meyer had 
come in at 2:09, the tenth fastest marathon ever. More 
poignant to him would be Johnny Kelly’s failure to break 
four hours (a goal that had eluded the legendary mara­
thoner in his last few attempts) in this, his forty-ninth finish 
in the Boston Marathon; he could understand better than 
most Johnny Kelly’s ambition.
“You can’t keep turning out personal bests all your life,” 
Schepers admitted. It was not a rationalization. His official 
time in the ’83 Boston Marathon was 2:54, almost thirty- 
five minutes faster than he’d run his first marathon, six 
years earlier. Over those years his running successes had 
been impressive: a 28:07 five miles in Cape May, a 35:14 
ten kilometers in Hatboro, a 58:14 ten miles in Cherry Hill, 
a 1:19 half-marathon in Philadelphia.
B ut there were still miles to go before he’d reap satisfac­
tion from this year’s goals. The East-West River Drive loop 
looms as a particular challenge, a distance of 8.4 miles 
which he yearns to cover this summer in under fifty 
minutes. He also hopes to compete in one ten-miler, one 
ten-kilometer race, and one half-marathon, finishing off 
the racing season with the Independence Marathon in 
November. And, of course, he’s already dreaming again 
of Boston: in June, fewer than two months after finishing 
his fifth marathon there, he took a break from the Lonergan 
workshop he was participating in at Boston College to run 
the Newton hills.
Despite his wincing embarrassment at friends’ attempts 
to apotheosize his running achievements, Maury Schepers 
is unarguably a marvel. In searching for suitably extrava­
gant ways of describing him, one thinks of Wordworth’s 
“ Intimations of Immortality,” of allusions to the fabulous 
Mercury, even of Springsteen’s “ Born To Run.” And one 
thinks, ultimately, of perhaps the most famous carpe diem 
poem, the one in which Andrew Marvell’s narrator, la­
menting that he has not “world enough, and time,” ob­
serves: “ though we cannot make our sun stand still, yet 
we will make him run.”
In more ways than one, then, all runners race against 
time. At fifty-five, Maurice Schepers knows the simul­
taneous attraction and vanity of that pursuit. In the long 
run, though, he’s more than holding his own. ■
Dr. Seydow is a professor, English and Communication 
Arts Department, at the college.
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LABOR'S RISING STAR
By Robert S. Lyons, Jr., ’61
M cEntee, who spearheaded one of the most successful 
and extensive membership drives in the history of labor, 
is president of the American Federation of State, County, 
and Municipal Employees, the largest public employees 
union in the nation. He is also vice president and member 
of the executive council of the AFL-CIO, whose 16 million 
members will surely have a lot to say about the 1984 
Democratic Presidential nominee.
There are those who think with a couple of breaks, 
McEntee, himself, could wind up as president of the AFL- 
CIO. One of them is Charles A.J. Halpin, Jr., ’43, who 
recalls Jerry as a well-prepared, “A” student in his “ Labor 
Problems” class. “ I see McEntee as a bright light in the 
trade unions,” says Halpin. “ He’s young, energetic, a 
visionary and an activist. He’s articulate and straight­
forward. He doesn’t pull any punches and knows his busi­
ness.”
Halpin, an attorney, and Dr. Robert J. Courtney, ’41, 
professor of political science at the college (who also 
taught McEntee), worked with Jerry on dozens of oc­
casions a few years ago when La Salle sponsored the first 
Collective Bargaining Seminars for Pennsylvania’s Public 
Employees under Act 195. “When Charlie and I ran these 
workshops we could see that McEntee had all the necess­
ary leadership qualities,” recalls Courtney. “ He was a 
tremendous asset to our seminars because he was able
to give us a dimension from the union viewpoint—and from 
Harrisburg—that we didn’t have ourselves.”
McEntee has also become a media star. The New York 
Times, for example, says he is “an outstanding bargaining 
tactician.” Respected labor columnist Victor Riesel calls 
him “ One of the new breed labor presidents.” The As­
sociated Press praises him as a “skillful organizer.” And 
when he was elected president of AFSCME—the third 
largest union in the AFL-CIO, the Pittsburgh Press said 
that Pennsylvania had lost a “shrewd and charismatic 
leader to the national labor scene.” Words like aggressive 
and innovative also pop up frequently in media circles 
when McEntee’s name is mentioned.
The AFSCME President comes from a family with strong 
roots in the labor movement. “ Many of the things I learned 
about people and about the labor movement, I first learned 
at the breakfast and dinner table at home,” recalls 
McEntee, whose late father, William, organized Philadel­
phia's municipal workers in 1937. The elder McEntee later 
served as president of the AFSCME Council 33, the union 
which today represents the Quaker City’s employees. “ I 
talked unions at home all my life,” McEntee says.
It was during the summer of 1955, in fact, when 
McEntee got his first chance to try out some of those labor 
moves he learned at home. He was working in Wildwood, 
renting umbrellas. “Whenever it rained, we got time off and
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Gerald W. McEntee, ’56, unceremoniously fired in his 
first attempt at organizing umbrella workers on the swelter­
ing beaches of Wildwood as a young La Salle economics 
major, has risen from the ashes—or sand, so to speak, 
to become one of America’s most influential labor leaders.
R IS IN G  STA R  — continued
When McEntee (left) was honored at a testimonial dinner two years ago in Philadelphia, seated next 
to him was one of the proudest men in the room, his dad, William, who passed away earlier this year.
were allowed to go home,” he recalls. “ Once, after working 
for something like 26 straight days it rained. Suddenly they 
changed the conditions of employment and told us we had 
to stay and repair the beach umbrellas. It wasn’t fair.” 
Standing up for the rights of labor, McEntee led his 18 
cohorts out. “ Funny thing,” he chuckled. “ I was the only 
one who ended up staying out. I was fired.”
McEntee, who did graduate work at Temple and 
Harvard, began his professional labor career in 1958 as 
a union organizer in Philadelphia. In 1969, determined to 
implement a Pennsylvania state law which guaranteed 
public workers the right to organize, he initiated one of the 
largest organizing drives ever attempted in such a short 
period of time. By 1973 some 270 locals from across the 
state had joined to form Pennsylvania Council 33 and 
McEntee was elected its executive director. Union mem­
bership swelled from about 250 members to more than 
80,000 by the time McEntee left to become president of 
AFSCME in Washington.
“That’s where I earned my spurs nationally, so to 
speak,” recalls McEntee of his astonishing organizing suc­
cess in Pennsylvania. “ It was an idea whose time had 
come. I thought it had a shot because groundwork had 
already begun in a number of industrial states like New 
York. I had been advised to possibly limit it to the major 
cities, but I wanted to go all the way across the state with 
it. And it worked!”
S h o rtly  afterwards, McEntee moved his base of oper­
ations to Harrisburg. In 1974 he was elected a union 
international vice president and executive board member. 
In December 1981, McEntee won a spirited, narrow, hard- 
fought election over William Lucy, the union’s secretary- 
treasurer, and moved to Washington to complete the 
years remaining in the late Jerry Wurf’s term as president. 
McEntee says he will definitely seek re-election to a four- 
year term in 1984. He wants to continue ASFCME’s ag­
gressive expansion campaign, especially in areas like the 
west and southwest where there is still plenty of organizing 
to be accomplished. “We want to take the union into every 
state of the U.S.,” says McEntee, “especially those parts 
of the country where we don’t have that many members.”
AFSCME locals are now organized in every state except 
Nevada and Alaska, with the latter state bieng the only one 
that McEntee has not visited personally since assuming the 
presidency.
A s  president of one of the nation’s most “ politically- 
active” unions, McEntee plans to stay involved himself, in 
Democratic party policies. An AFL-CIO endorsement, 
should one be forthcoming, could do wonders for the 
Democratic presidential candidates and/or nominee. So 
could access to AFSCME’s state-of-the-art TV studio, 
launched by McEntee last July and capable of reaching 
3,000 cities.
Housed in AFSCME’s Washington headquarters, labor’s 
first in-house broadcasting studio—fully equipped with 
sophisticated TV cameras, tape decks, and editing equip­
ment―can be used to transmit everything from a press 
conference or panel discussion to a speech by McEntee, 
via rooftop dish and satellite transponders to whatever 
audience union officials desire. “Two-way” programs can 
be “ narrowcast” to specific locals or broadcast to 
thousands of cities.
McEntee inaugurated the system last July when he step­
ped before the cameras with a slashing attack on Presi­
dent Reagan’s economic policies following a press con­
ference by the chief executive. AFSCME officials sampled 
1,500 households by telephone after the broadcast and 
estimated that McEntee reached between 4 and 5 million 
people that night. AFSCME used the network for the first 
time for an organizational campaign this Spring. A special 
one hour show was beamed to Ann Arbor where McEntee 
spoke to workers at the University of Michigan and then 
fielded their questions prior to their organizational election. 
Facilities of the Labor News Network are expected to be 
made available to the Democratic presidential nominee 
next year and officials expect it to be considerably effec­
tive as a campaign weapon. McEntee now has a task force 
studying better ways of utilizing LNN.
“That’s one thing that impresses me about McEntee,” 
says Halpin. “ One of the problems with top management 
and union people—some guys look at tomorrow and see 




Anyone with young children must be concerned with 
providing them with the best education possible. With 
education costs what they are now and what they can 
expect to be in the future, one must also be concerned 
with providing the desired educational opportunities at the 
lowest possible cost. The soaring cost of tuition, coupled 
with recent cutbacks in previously available financial aid, 
has encouraged more parents to search for tax saving 
ideas as one of the ways they can reduce the substantial 
financial cost of college education for their children. With 
the proper planning it may be possible to finance their 
education with pre-tax dollars. This article examines some 
tax saving techniques which may be appropriate to your 
needs and desires. Before initiating any of these pro­
grams, consult with your tax adviser to insure that your 
particular objectives will be met.
Short-Term “Clifford” Trust
The short-term of “Clifford” trust has come to be re­
garded as a sound vehicle for building an educational 
fund. Under the short-term trust rules, you, as a parent, 
would transfer a certain sum into an irrevocable trust. The 
principal must remain in the trust at least ten years and 
one day from the day of the transfer in order to obtain the 
benefits of income shifting. During the period of the trust, 
the beneficiaries will recognize the income from the trust 
and have it taxed at their lower rates as described below. 
At the end of the trust term, the principal reverts back to 
you.
During the life of the trust, income may be distributed 
annually to your children or accumulated at the trustee’s 
discretion. If currently distributed, the income is taxed to 
your children. If accumulated, the income is taxable to the
trust. In any event, the trust or your children, in most cases, 
are in a lower income tax bracket then you, so taxes are 
reduced. For example, if your earnings are taxed in the 
50% tax bracket and you want to invest $30,000 to finance 
the education of three children: assuming a 10% rate of 
return on your money, you will earn $3,000 by the end 
of the year but, after federal income taxes, you will have 
only $1,500 left for their education. If you were to transfer 
$10,000 to three Clifford trusts (one trust for each child), 
each trust will earn $1,000 annually. If the trustees dis­
tribute the income to the children, no federal income tax 
will be paid because each child’s $1,000 personal exemp­
tion will shelter the $1,000 income. In addition to each 
child claiming a personal exemption, the parents may also 
claim a personal exemption as long as they provide more 
than one-half of the support of the child. The accumulated 
results of utilizing a Clifford trust are that at the end of the 
10 years you will have $30,000 accumulated for educa­
tional purposes rather than $15,000 if you did not use the 
Clifford trust. Effectively, Uncle Sam financed one-half the 
cost of educating your child. Even if the income exceeds 
the personal exemptions, it is still advantageous to shift 
the income to your children because their tax brackets are 
substantially less than yours.
Establishing a Clifford trust is not difficult. A simple trust 
instrument with qualifying language is all you need. You 
do not need a bank as a trustee. A responsible member 
of your own family could serve in this capacity. By utilizing 
the Clifford trust, you have effectively increased your after­
tax rate of return from five percent to a full 10%.
When transferring funds to a Clifford trust you should 
be aware that a portion of the transfer constitutes a gift 
and you should try to structure the transfer to insure that 
it qualifies for the annual gift tax exclusion. The annual gift
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tax exclusion is $10,000 per donee ($20,000 if your hus­
band or wife joins in making the gift).
Under the current regulations, a part of the transfer 
constitutes an income interest in the assets and it is this 
portion that is considered a gift. For gift tax purposes the 
value of the income interest in a 10 year trust is approx­
imately 44% of the value of all the assets placed in the 
trust. If the trust is established for a longer period of time 
then the value of the income interest would be higher.
In deciding how much to transfer you should attempt 
to have the gift portion of the transfer stay within the annual 
exclusion. Therefore you should transfer no more than 
$45,000 ($45,000 x 44% = 19,800) for each donee if you 
are making a joint gift and $22,500 ($22,500 x 44% = 
$9,900) if you are making a single gift. It may be possible 
to transfer additional funds to a Clifford trust but if you are 
going to exceed the above amounts you should discuss 
it with your tax adviser before making the transfer.
Since the object is to produce as large a fund for your 
children’s education through the earnings in the trust, you 
should attempt to transfer income-producing assets as 
opposed to assets which may appreciate in value but pay 
lower interest or dividends. If any of the assets in the trust 
are sold, the capital gains are taxed to the grantor, that 
is, the parent.
Remember, that in order to get the tax benefits as­
sociated with the Clifford trust, income from the trust can­
not be utilized to meet support obligations. On rare oc­
casions, college education has been held to be a man­
datory support obligation. For most parents of La Salle 
students, providing a college education would not be a 
mandatory support obligation. For those parents who are 
not sure whether this is an obligation, they should discuss 
it with their tax adviser who could assist them in structuring 
their trust to obtain these tax advantages.
An alternative to transferring cash or securities to a
Clifford trust would be to transfer personally-owned busi­
ness property to the trust and enter into an agreement to 
lease it back. The rent paid to the trust would be deductible 
by the business and the rental income realized by the trust 
would be taxed at the children’s lower rate.
Although the IRS has consistently opposed the business 
rental income deduction between related parties, most 
courts will allow the rental deduction if it meets the specific 
requirements that: (1) the transferror (the parent) will not 
retain substantially the same control over the property as 
he or she had before the gift, (2) the leaseback is in writing 
and requires the payment of reasonable rent, (3) the 
leaseback has a bonafide business purpose and (4) the 
grantor does not possess an “equity” in the property. The 
right of the grantor to receive the property back upon 
termination of the trust would not be considered to be a 
current equity interest in the property. In addition to the 
above requirements, the trust should have an independent 
trustee.
Interest-Free Loans
A relatively new income-shifting device is the use of 
interest-free loans (also known as “ Crown” loans). A 
“ Crown” loan is an interest-free demand loan which has 
no definite maturity date. It should be evidenced by a note 
and the note should be renewed every four years to avoid 
any gift tax implication. Your child could invest the bor­
rowed money to generate income which, after being taxed 
to the child, can be used to pay school bills and other 
related expenses. For example, a parent can lend his or 
her child $30,000 in exchange for a written demand note. 
The child invests the money and pays the tax on the 
income. Since the child is in a lower bracket, more after­
tax dollars are available to fund his or her education. 
Ultimately, when the student graduates, the parent can 
demand repayment of the loan.
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Over the years, the IRS has consistently argued that 
interest-free loans give rise to taxable gifts. The IRS has 
been unsuccessful in this area, but it has always been its 
opinion that the earnings potential on the amount loaned 
constituted a current gift. The courts, however, have de­
cided that since there is no stated interest or fixed maturity 
date, there is no way to value the earnings potential and 
such loans are genuine and do not constitute taxable gifts. 
As stated above, to avoid gift tax consequences, you 
should renew the note every four years to insure that the 
loan is always an enforceable obligation. In addition, you 
should attempt to limit the loan to $200,000 per borrower. 
If the IRS tries to impute a 10% interest rate on the interest- 
free loan and treat this deemed interest as a gift from the 
parent to the child, the imputed interest will fall nicely 
within the $20,000 annual exclusion for joint gifts 
($200,000 x 10% = $20,000). Since the value of the use 
of the income is $20,000 and is equivalent to the $20,000 
annual exclusion for joint gifts, there will be no gift tax 
consequences.
The advantage of the Crown loan versus the Clifford 
trust is that it does not have to be in existence for a ten 
year period. In addition, it substantially reduces any ques­
tions associated with utilizing the income to meet support 
obligations.
Educational Benefit Trusts
In certain closely-held corporations, including pro­
fessional corporations, an Educational Benefit Trust (EBT) 
could be set up as an additional vehicle for funding chil­
dren’s educational expenses. Employer contributions to 
an educational benefit trust are currently deductible as 
ordinary and necessary expenses if the plan qualifies as 
a “ benefit plan.” In general, the plan will be considered 
a “ benefit plan” if it is instituted in favor of all employees 
and if the employer gives up control of the contributed 
funds. The employer cannot discriminate among classes 
of employees. The EBT must be available to all. There is 
no current taxation to the employee and it is postponed 
until the child actually receives payment under the terms 
of the EBT. At that time it will be treated as additional 
compensation to the employee. The key to this tax plan­
ning device is the corporation’s ability to currently deduct 
payments made to the EBT. If this is accomplished, the 
employer can, in effect, set up a college fund with pre­
tax dollars. Although tax to the employee is not completely 
avoided, since benefits will be taxed to employees when 
paid, tax is deferred—perhaps for a subsantial length of 
time.
Before initiating an Educational Benefit Trust, careful 
consideration should be given to the cost of providing 
these benefits to the children of their employees. These 
costs may be substantial and may totally offset the benefits 
associated with the tax deferral of an Educational Benefit 
Trust.
Annual Gifting
Another way to shift income and to provide funds for 
your child’s education is to make annual gifts to your 
children. A donor is permitted to make annual gifts of 
$10,000 to each donee ($20,000 if your spouse joins in 
the gift). This will enable the donor to shift certain income­
providing assets to his or her child without incurring any 
gift tax liability.
If we assume that your child’s tax bracket is lower than 
your tax bracket and you give income-producing property
to your child, the gift will result in the shifting of income 
to a lower tax bracket. Current income taxes will be re­
duced and, therefore, more after-tax income will be avail­
able to meet educational expenses in the future. If the child 
is a minor, the gift should be made to a trust or in custo­
dianship under the Uniform Gift to Minors Act. Any gifts 
to a trust should be designed to utilize the annual ex­
clusion. To qualify, a gift must be considered a gift of a 
present interest and the property and the income it gener­
ates must be expended for the benefit of the child or made 
available before he or she reaches the age of twenty-one.
Custodianships, often called a “ poor man’s trust,” are 
not as flexible as a normal trust. The income and principal 
belongs to the child and can be utilized for any purpose 
by the child. The parents lose control of the funds and 
they may not be utilized for their principal purpose. In 
addition, the principal assets do not revert back to the 
parents as they do under the Crown loan and the Clifford 
trust and the parents lose control of both the income and 
the principal.
There is also a potential estate tax trap if a custodianship 
is used. If the donor serves as the custodian and dies 
before the custodianship is terminated (that is, when a 
child reaches the age of majority), the custodial account 
will be included in the donor’s estate. You should use a 
custodian other than the grantor to eliminate this problem.
If gift giving is part of your program, you should make 
gifts at annual intervals utilizing the gift tax exclusion. There 
again, a word of caution: outright gifts made to your child 
may be used by the child for things other than education, 
such as a new car. Make sure your child is at an age when 
he or she can be responsible with your hard-earned 
money.
Relatives
An additional source of funds for your children’s educa­
tion is their relatives, in particular, grandparents. If the 
grandparents have passive income which they don’t need, 
they can provide the funds to be used in some of the 
various savings methods discussed in this article. In their 
estate plans the grandparents may provide separate trusts 
for their children and grandchildren. If the grandparents 
are concerned about the welfare of their children, they 
could create a trust where the trustee has discretion to 
distribute income to the children or to the grandchildren 
depending on need.
One final suggestion on college tuition: the tax law now 
allows a tax-free nondeductible gift of unlimited amounts 
on behalf of any individual as tuition to qualified educa­
tional organizations (most colleges are “qualified” ). So if 
your children’s grandparents (or anyone else) are not obli­
gated to support your children and wish to pay all or a 
part of your children’s tuition, they may do so with no 
resultant gift tax.
It is every parent’s dream to provide their children with 
the best educational opportunities available. This article 
has explored some of the tax-saving ideas that can be 
utilized to meet these expenses. These are not the only 
avenues available and other tax planning ideas could be 
applicable to your situation and should be discussed with 
your tax adviser.
Start planning today because the sooner you initiate 
these plans, the greater the benefits you will derive. ■
Mr. laquinto is a partner, Laventhol & Horwath, certified 
public accountants, Philadelphia.
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It's A u d itio n Time
F or two decades, auditions for La Salle’s popular 
summer Music Theatre have become an annual 
springtime ritual at the Dan Rodden Theatre on cam­
pus. Although many talented young singers and 
dancers have been discovered on one of these 
March/April weekends. Music Theatre producer 
Brother Gene Graham, F.S.C., finds auditions ex­
tremely painful and difficult because they are such 
humbling experiences and it’s not easy to “cut” any­
body. "This is compounded when you have almost 
400 people trying out like we did for WEST SIDE 
STORY a few years ago,” recalls Brother Gene. “For 
two consecutive Sundays, I sat for seven straight 
hours without moving from my desk." WEST SIDE 
STORY had the largest “audition appeal” of any show 
that Brother Graham has ever produced. “It was un­
doubtedly the best show I’ve ever directed,” he says, 
but from an audience point of view, it was not the 
success that we hoped for. The stridency of the music 
and the hard-hitting realism of the gangs was more 
than our audience wanted to cope with. It was such 
a sobering experience, you just couldn’t come out of 
the theatre smiling—as opposed to MAME, which we 
did the following year when everybody came out 
bouncing and happy.”
At
La Salle Music Theatre
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“For two consecutive Sundays, I sat for seven
My biggest thrill and reward comes from 
the planning, the rehearsals, scenery and 
lighting,” says Brother Gene. “My satisfac­
tion is getting the show there. Once it 
opens, I find it almost impossible to watch. 
By then my energies are peaked. You 
almost have to nail me to the chair to sit 
through the entire production again. At 
that point my feelings are, 'I got them 
there. Now it’s up to them.’ ”
14
straight hours without moving from mg desk.”
Brother Gene recalls conducting auditions 
for BYE BYE BIRDIE at the Club Bene, in 
Morgan, N. J., a few years ago. A  youngster 
by the name of John Travolta tried out and 
was slotted as a second string dancer. 
“That’s how good I am at this auditioning 
business,” Brother Gene chuckled. “How 
did I know at the age of 16 how good he 
would become.”
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Around Campus
Brother President Patrick Ellis (left) and 
Brother Gregory Nugent (right), chairman 
of the college's Board of Trustees, con­
gratulate honorary degree recipients 
Carmen Judith Nine-Curt, Constance E. 
Clayton, and Brother A. Philip Nelan.
Prominent Educators Honored at La Salle’ s Largest Commencement
Constance E. Clayton, Superintendent of 
Schools of the School District of Philadel­
phia, and Brother A. Philip Nelan, F.S.C., 
Ph.D., the retired chairman of La Salle Col­
lege’s Board of Trustees, received honor­
ary degrees at La Salle’s 120th—and larg­
est—Commencement on Sunday, May 15, 
at Philadelphia’s Civic Center-Convention 
Hall.
Dr. Clayton was awarded an honorary 
doctor of laws degree. Brother Nelan, who 
is the President Emeritus of Manhattan Col­
lege, received an honorary doctorate of hu­
mane letters.
Also receiving an honorary degree of hu­
mane letters degree was Carmen Judith 
Nine-Curt, professor of English, School of 
Education, University of Puerto Rico, who 
was awarded the degree that she was un­
able to accept at the college’s 1982 Fall 
Honors Convention because of illness.
Brother President Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., 
Ph.D., conferred bachelor’s degrees on 
1,196 men and women including 226 Eve­
ning Division students. Another 202 men 
and women received master’s degrees in 
business administration; 25 were awarded 
master’s degrees in religious education, 
and seven earned degrees in pastoral 
counseling.
Dr. Helen North, of the Department of 
Classics, Swarthmore College, sponsored 
Dr. Clayton for her degree. Brother Nelan 
was sponsored by Brother Richard Kestler, 
F.S.C., Provincial of the Baltimore District
of the Christian Brothers. Dr. North and 
Brother Kestler are members of La Salle 
College’s Board of Trustees. Dr. Leonard 
Brownstein, director of the college’s M.A. 
program in Bilingual/Bicultural Studies, 
sponsored Dr. Curt.
During the cermonies, Dr. Clayton was 
honored as an educator who “truly ex­
emplifies the tradition established by St. 
John Baptist De La Salle, the founder of the 
Brothers of the Christian Schools, the 
teaching order that conducts La Salle Col­
lege and other educational institutions 
throughout the world.
“ Her academic credentials are im­
pressive, her personal and professional ac­
complishments indicate a tireless dedi­
cation to causes that are worthy,” said Dr. 
North. “ It is this humanness, combined with 
her wisdom, vision, and courage that led 
to Dr. Clayton’s appointment as the first 
woman Superintendent of Schools in Phila­
delphia.
Brother Nelan was introduced as “an 
outstanding exemplar of one beautifully 
educated in the liberal arts tradition for 
which La Salle College stands,” a “ rare 
person who embodies in himself the 
qualities promised by a truly liberal educa­
tion. In his day-by-day life and work, 
Brother Philip shows the fruit of wide and 
reflective reading in an openness of mind 
that warmly welcomes truth from whatever 
quarter.”
Dr. Nine-Curt’s acceptance of an honor­
ary degree, said Brother Ellis, affirms “ La 
Salle’s commitment to Hispanic culture and 
vitality in the life of our city and church.” 
Brother Ellis also praised her for love of her 
profession and concern for education.
Dr. Clayton, who received bachelor’s 
and master’s degrees from Temple Univer­
sity and an Ed.D. in educational leadership 
from the University of Pennsylvania, has 
served the School District of Philadelphia 
in a number of capacities including Ex­
ecutive Director of Early Childhood Educa­
tion Programs and Associate Super­
intendent, Early Childhood Education.
Previously, she had been an instructor at 
Temple and Rutgers Universities, Regional 
Director, Women’s Bureau U.S. Depart­
ment of Labor, Region III, and Project Di­
rector, Staff Development Program in 
African and Afro-American Studies, School 
District of Philadelphia. Dr. Clayton is a 
trustee of several organizations including 
the Opportunities Industrialization Center.
Brother Nelan, a native of New York City, 
has been a member of the Brothers of the 
Christian Schools since 1930. He earned 
a bachelor’s degree from Manhattan Col­
lege, and master’s and Ph.D. degrees from 
New York University. He was an instructor, 
Professor of English and Department 
Chairman, Assistant Dean and Executive 
Vice President at Manhattan College before 
serving as its President from 1953-62, a 
period of extensive growth for the college.
Afterwards, Brother Nelan served as aux-
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La Salle College’s softball team poses at Veterans Stadium after the women captured the first East 
Coast Conference softball championship by beating Delaware, 2-0, in the final game.
Dr. Roland Holroyd (seated) returned to campus for annual Holroyd Lecture featuring Dr. Thomas E. 
Starzl (second from right). Other participants included (from left): Drs. Edward Stemmier and John 
Helwig, Jr., Brother James Muldoon, Dean of Arts & Sciences, and Brother President Patrick Ellis.
iliary provincial of the Christian Brothers in 
the Philippines, as the Brothers’ national 
coordinator, and as a Washington member 
of Manhattan College's Development Of­
fice staff. He has been President of the 
Conference of Catholic Colleges and Uni­
versities of the State of New York and a 
member of a number of professional and 
civic organizations including the U.S. Naval 
Reserve Civilian Advisory Council. He was 
chairman of La Salle College’s Board of 
Trustees for 13 years before retiring from 
the position last fall.
Dr. Curt, who is internationally re­
cognized as an authority in non-verbal 
communication among Hispanics, was 
born and raised in Puerto Rico. She earned 
a master’s degree in English Literature and 
a Ph.D. in Education from Columbia Uni­
versity.
Since 1955, Dr. Curt has given numer­
ous lectures, workshops and seminars in 
English and Spanish in both Puerto Rico 
and the United States, many of them de­
voted to special training in the Spanish 
language and literature for American 
Spanish teachers. In 1981, she was named 
a consultant for the U.S. Federal Office of 
Bilingual Education.
La Salle’s annual U.S. Army Reserve Of­
ficers Training Corps (ROTC) commission­
ing ceremony for seven new officers was 
held on May 14 in the College Union 
Ballroom, on campus at 20th Street and 
Olney Avenue. The college’s annual Bac­
calaureate Mass followed that day at the 
Cathedral Basilica of SS. Peter and Paul.
Liver Transplant Pioneer 
Delivers Holroyd Lecture
Thomas E. Starzl, M.D., Ph.D., who is 
well-known for his pioneering efforts in liver 
transplantation, delivered the fourth annual 
Holroyd Lecture at La Salle College April 
22, in the College Union Ballroom on cam­
pus.
Dr. Starzl, who is chief of surgery at the 
University of Pittsburgh Medical School, 
discussed "Recent Advances in Organ 
Transplantation” at the invitation-only lec­
ture which was co-sponsored by La Salle’s 
School of Arts and Sciences and Alumni 
Medical Association.
Immediately preceding Dr. Starzl’s lec­
ture, the fourth annual Holroyd Award was 
presented to John Helwig, Jr., M.D., '50, 
who is the chief of the Cardiovascular Sec­
tion and director of the Residency Program 
at Germantown Hospital and Medical 
Center. This award is named in honor of 
Dr. Roland Holroyd, La Salle College's Dis­
tinguished biology professor emeritus.
Aided by the development of the new 
immosuppressive agent, Cyclosporine, Dr.
Starzl performed the first successful liver 
transplantation in 1980 which climaxed a 
17-year quest hindered primarily by 
massive rejection responses. Though still 
new and developing, Dr. Starzl’s surgical 
technique offers new hope to patients with 
irreparable liver disease.
A native of Le Mars, Iowa, Dr. Starzl is 
a graduate of Northwestern University 
where he received dual degrees of Ph.D. 
in anatomy and neurophysiology and an 
M.D. degree from the School of Medicine. 
He completed surgical residency at Johns 
Hopkins University and moved on to train­
ing programs at the University of Miami and 
Northwestern. He remained on the teach­
ing faculty in surgery at Northwestern until 
1961 when he moved to the University of 
Colorado where he was chairman of sur­
gery from 1972 to 1980 when he went to 
the University of Pittsburgh.
Previous Holroyd Lecturers at La Salle 
have been Dr. Edward Stemmier, dean of 
the University of Pennsylvania Medical 
School; Dr. John Potts, chief of staff, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, and Dr. 
Michael E. DeBakey, chancellor of Baylor 
College of Medicine.
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Explorers Capture ECC Outdoor Track Championship
It had been 1966 since La Salle College 
last won an outdoor track championship, 
but that changed this season when the Ex­
plorers captured the East Coast Con­
ference outdoor title at Towson State.
Paced by outstanding performances by 
sophomores Chris Russell and Rob Irvine 
as well as senior Tom Hoban, the Explorers 
defeated second place Bucknell, the ECC 
champion the last two seasons, by 28 
points.
“The team really pulled together,” said 
Hoban, a sentiment that was echoed by 
Coach Jim Gavaghan. "They were frus­
trated after finishing second three times,” 
said Gavaghan. “They wanted it and went 
after it and got it.”
The 440 relay team of Irvine, Tom Flach, 
Mike Bias and Russell picked up the first 
win of the meet for La Salle and that was
immediately followed by a school record 
performance by Hoban in winning the 1500 
meter run. Irvine made it three straight La 
Salle wins with a first place in 110 high 
hurdles.
Russell continued to rack up points for 
La Salle as he ran a 10.94 in winning the 
100 dash. Russell provided the Explorers 
with depth in other events as well, as he 
placed second in the long jump and third 
in both the triple jump and 200 run.
Later in the meet, Hoban and Irvine 
again won back-to-back events, both in 
school record times. Hoban hit the tape in 
the 800 run with a 1:51.43 clocking while 
Irvine beat the field in the 400 intermediate 
hurdles with a :52.11. The final win for La 
Salle was provided by freshman Kevin 
Ruch who did 15:14.5 in the 5000 run.
r
La Salle sophomore Bogdan Szetela (left) used the 
Dad Vail Regatta's Bob Negaard Cup to cool off 
teammate Dennis Regan, a senior, after they won 
the pairs-without-coxswain championship by finish­
ing three lengths ahead of Tufts University on the 
Schuylkill River, May 14. The pair pulled off one of 
the biggest upsets in Dad Vail history after rowing 
the event together only for the first time in the 
previous day’s semifinal heats. Both rowed on La 




The Alliance for Creative Theatre, Education and Research
Presents Actors from
THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY
Performing
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
By William Shakespeare 
Two Shows





Friday, October 14 (at 8:00 P.M.)
ORDER TICKETS IN ADVANCE AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SPECIAL RATES
ALUMNI $7/per ticket STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS $5
(Regular Priced Tickets will he $9) (#ID Required at Door)
MAIL COUPON TODAY, INCLUDE STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
(Include check or money order payable to La Salle College)
(NAME) '
(ADDRESS)
(CITY, STATE. ZIP CODE)
Specify Number of Tickets and Performance Desired:
Alumni (@$7) Student/Sr. Citizens (@$5)
 ----------------------------WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 (Merchant/Venice) ------------------------------
------------------------------  SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Merchant/Venice)---------------------------------
----------------------------- - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Under Milk Wood) ------------------------------------
Mail to: La Salle College/Union Ticket Office/20th & Olney/Philadelphia, PA 19141 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 951-1375
Retired 61-Year Old Grandmother (and “Den Mother”) Earns Degree
If you noticed a little “ mini-celebration” going on during La 
Salle’s 120th Commencement at Philadelphia’s Civic Center- 
Convention Hall in May it was probably a group of beaming 
graduates saying good-bye to their “ Den Mother,” Louise M. 
Jackson, a 61-year-old retired grandmother from Germantown, 
who became the first member of her family to earn a college 
degree.
For Mrs. Jackson, who waited until her four children were 
grown before starting college, her path to a bachelor’s degree 
in accounting has been valuable mental therapy. Not only in the 
classroom, but also in numerous extracurricular activities as well 
as some unofficial “advisory” roles to troubled classmates.
“ It certainly beats rushing to the doctor every month to com­
plain about your arthritis or some other ailment,” says Mrs. Jack- 
son, whose husband, George, died in 1957. “ Besides, college 
added a new dimension to my life. It opened doors in areas I 
would have never known—in religion, philosophy, history, and 
sociology. I learned things through classroom discussions that 
I would never get elsewhere.
Mrs. Jackson left high school one semester before graudation 
in 1939 when she got married. She finally earned her diploma 
at Standard Evening High School in 1964. She was an account­
ing clerk at Burroughs Corp., in Paoli, for 11 years before retiring 
in 1979. Since then she has been working part time in the jewelry 
department at the Clover Store, in the Cheltenham Shopping 
Center. Her first priority, however, has been that degree—a 
dream that flourished in 1974 when her oldest son, George, said, 
“ Mom, why don’t you go back to school?”
“Sometimes I think it was a tactic to keep me out of my 
children’s hair,” Mrs. Jackson chuckled. “To give mom some­
thing to do. But it worked.”
Mrs. Jackson matriculated through La Salle’s Continuing 
Education For Women Program and took courses in English and 
mathematics that first semester. How did she feel to be back in 
the classroom after all those years? "I really didn’t think that I
couldn’t do the work,” she recalls. “ I just told myself, ‘I’m back 
in school again. I have to retrain myself and give myself more 
discipline for study,’ But my whole life certainly did change.”
Often in the classroom, Mrs. Jackson found herself playing 
the role of student advisor, telling a distressed classmate, “ Hold 
out a little bit longer. Don’t give up yet,” if they “ couldn’t take 
it any more” in a particular course.
Outside the classroom Mrs. Jackson was equally as busy, 
serving in a number of capacities including treasurer of the 
Evening Division Student Congress and as vice president, 
treasurer, and coordinator of the Black Students of La Salle 
College’s Evening Division.
“ I just felt it was something I should,” says Mrs. Jackson of 
her extracurricular activities. “ I always worked with my children’s 
organizations when they were in school. So why not be active 
when I’m in school?”
At times, Mrs. Jackson didn't think that her classmates even 
noticed or cared about her involvement in student organizations. 
“Then last year the Black students surprised me with a special 
award,” she recalled. “They said, ‘We call this young lady our 
Den Mother,’ and I knew they meant me.” Mrs. Jackson was 
lauded for her guidance, inspiration, and help, qualities that have 
also been appreciated by her four children (ranging in age from 
33 to 43) and eight grandchildren—most of whom were in attend­
ance at their “ Den Mother’s” graduation.
“ I just hope that I can project this enthusiasm for a degree 
to other women in my circumstances,” says Mrs. Jackson. 
“When you become a widow or when your children are grown, 
there’s a certain emptiness that needs to be filled. I can’t think 
of a better way to fill the void than spending time studying. It 
hasn’t been easy, but I never expected it to be.”
What’s ahead for Mrs. Jackson?
“ Maybe graduate school some day,” she says. "But right now 
I would just like to be the mother, grandmother, and friend that 
I haven’t had the time to be the last few years.”




Here’s an interesting excerpt 
from a recent Newsletter of the 
National Collegiate Honors 
Council: “Obviously, La Salle 
has rewarded its gifted students 
with a rich Honors Program of a 
very special sort not available to 
larger, general universities . . . 
La Salle has a very strong stu­
dent input into the program, and 
this has developed into a very 
well developed and well or­
ganized cultural and social bill of 
fare.”
LOOKING FOR A Ph.D.?
COME TO LA SALLE
According to the latest listings, 
La Salle still leads all Catholic 
institutions in the city in produc­
ing eventual Ph.Ds. ranking 56th 
out of 173 colleges (St. Joe’s is 
79th) who have been the bac­
calaureate institution of origin of 
doctorates received in all fields 
between 1920 and 1980. La 
Salle ranked 13th in producing 
Education Ph.Ds.; 23rd in 
Foreign Languages and Litera­
ture; 27th in English and Ameri­
can Language and Literature, 
and 28th in Economics.
NOT COACH OF THAT YEAR’
Jim Valvano, coach of North 
Carolina State’s 1983 NCAA 
basketball champions, was the 
losing coach in the first inter­
collegiate game ever played in 
La Salle’s Hayman Hall. It hap­
pened in 1974-75 when the Ex­
plorers beat Valvano’s Bucknell 
quintet, 85-74, in the opening 
round of the first East Coast Con­
ference Tournament. La Salle’s 
coach was Paul Westhead, lately 
of the Los Angeles Lakers and 
Chicago Bulls of the NBA.
GOOD RIDDANCE!
La Salle College athletes left 
their mark on the East Coast 
Conference in the college’s last 
season of competition in the 
league.
Six Explorer teams captured 
ECC championships, the most 
ever attained by a single school 
in one season. The men’s soc­
cer, basketball, outdoor track 
and swimming brought titles 
home, while the women’s 
basketball and softball teams 
won championships in the first 
year of female competition in the 
conference.
The soccer championship was 
the first ever by a La Salle team, 
while the outdoor track title was 
the fourth, and the first for the 
Explorers since 1965. Men’s 
basketball earned its seventh 
conference championship, while 
the swimming title was the fourth 
consecutive and sixth overall.
I SPY AN OLYMPIC GREAT!
Ira Davis, ’58, one of the few 
people in the world ever to com­
pete three times in the Olympics 
(triple jump), returned to track 
competition this spring at Frank­
lin Field when he teamed up with 
an old buddy, Bill Cosby, in 
some master’s events at the 
Penn Relays.
WORLD S FASTEST COACH?
Steve Riddick, who was the 
world’s top sprinter in 1975, is 
now an assistant track coach at 
La Salle. Riddick was a gold 
medalist in the 1976 Summer 
Olympics in the 400 by 100 relay 
team which set a world record
that still stands today. He is a 
graduate of Norfolk State Col­
lege with a degree in psy­
chology.
BY THE NUMBERS
La Salle’s Army Reserve Of­
ficer Training Corps detachment 
commissioned its 1,000th sec­
ond lieutenant at the annual cer­
emony held during graduation 
weekend in May. ROTO has 
been a fixture here since 1950. 
La Salle’s first women officers 
were commissioned in 1977.
LA SALLE S
“RESIDENT” EXECUTIVE
La Salle College is the only 
college in the Philadelphia area 
(and one of the few in the nation) 
with a full-time EXECUTIVE IN 
RESIDENCE, Everett Frank, Jr., 
former staff vice president for 
corporate planning and vice 
president, marketing at Scott 
Paper Co. Now in his third year, 
Frank’s position is being funded 
by a three year corporate grant 
for Household Finance, Grace, 
and RCA. Unlike other Ex- 
ecutives-in-Residence, Frank’s 
position is integrated signifi­
cantly into the college’s de­
cision-making apparatus; one of 
his chief responsibilities is coor­
dinating the college’s Long 
Range Planning efforts with 
other key La Salle adminis­
trators. Frank’s responsibilities 
also include promoting the 
School of Business Adminis­
tration (and MBA program) to the 
Philadelphia business communi­
ty; serving as liaison and making 
recommendations on curriculum 
development on the basis of 
needs in the business communi­
ty, and organizing such guest 
lecturers as former ITT president 
Francis J. (Tim) Dunleavy, who 
spoke to the college’s Business 
Honors Society last March. 
Frank earned an A.B. in political 
science at Princeton and an 
M.B.A. from Harvard.
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Elected 1983-84 officers of the college’s 
Alumni Association on May 18 were (from 
left): Paul J. Kelly, III, '78, executive vice 
president; Philip E. Hughes, Jr., Esq., '71, 
president; Mary Beth Bryers, '76, sec­
retary; Marianne S. Gauss, '75, treasurer, 
and Nicholas M. Rongione, '76, vice 
president.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
’29 ’52
Dr. George W. Beacher, Jr., was honored 
with a plaque and a retirement celebration by 
the Gap Community for his 50 years of medi­
cal practice.
’49
Joseph Browne, former advertising director 
of the Burlington County Times, has opened 
his own advertising and public relations firm 
in Delran, N.J. James W. Jones has qualified 
for the designation of chartered life under­
writer, awarded by the American College, of 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. The Macke Company an­
nounced the appointment of John P. Ryan as 
group vice president, food services and vend­
ing operations for Northeastern America.
'51__________________________
Louis Roman has retired as superintendent 
of the Springfield, Pa., School District.
William F. Simpson conducted a seminar on 
a systems approach to management training 
at the annual conference of the Insurance 
Company Education Directors Society.
' 5 4 ____________________________
James McGettigan, Ph.D., is associated with 
the New Jersey Department of Education as 
consultant in handicapped children’s pro­
grams for Southern New Jersey. Robert 
Schaefer has been appointed to serve on the 
Archdiocesan Board of Education in Philadel­
phia.
'55__________________________
Joseph H. Rodriquez, Esq. has been named 
to the advisory board of the Peter W. Rodino 
Institute of Criminal Justice at Jersey City 
State College.
'57__________________________
Dr. Robert W. Kraemer received the Ryan 
Teaching Award and the Mellon College of 
Science Award for outstanding teaching at 
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. Dr. 
Frank J. McVeigh, professor of sociology and 
anthropology at Muhlenberg College, pres­
ented a “Working Paper on Industrial Robots” 
at the Eastern Sociological Society. H. 
Eugene Passmore, Jr., has been appointed
president of Precision Tube Company, Inc., 
North Wales, Pa.
' 59__________________________
Edward Markowski was prom oted to 
professor in the Department of Child Develop­




Joseph P. McFadden has been named assis­
tant vice president of claims for the Allstate 
Insurance Company of Northbrook, III. Rich­
ard M. Schieken, M.D., is presently a 
pro fessor and chairm an of Pediatric 
Cardiology of the Medical College of Virginia.
^63___________________________
C. Skardon Bliss has accepted a two-year 
appointment as principal of the Cairo Ameri­
can College in Egypt.
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John P. Ryan
BIRTH: to Patrick J. Cronin and his wife, 
Betsy, their second son, Charles Andrew.
' 65__________________________
Gerald M. Handley, Esq., has been honored 
by having his name listed in the book titled 
The Best Lawyers in America. Mr. Handley is 
a criminal defense lawyer in Kansas City, Mo.
'66_________________
John R. McCloskey, M.D., has announced 
the opening of his office for the practice of 
orthopaedic surgery in Somers Point, N.J., 
adjacent to Shore Memorial Hospital.
’67
James E. Connell has been appointed vice 
president for development and public affairs 
at The Medical College of Pennsylvania. Fred 
Farina has been elected a vice president of 
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. He 
is an account executive in the Harrisburg, Pa. 
office.
’68_________________________
Michael G. DeFino received the Delaware 
Law School Alumni Association Outstanding 
Achievement Award at the May graduation 
ceremonies. The Board of Directors of Mercy 
Catholic Medical Center has appointed 
Thomas M. Penders, M.D., chairman of the 
Department of Psychiatry.
'69__________________________
Robert J. Bush received the advanced 
degree of juris doctor from Widener Univer­
sity, Delaware Law School in Chester, Pa. 
John E. DeWald, Esq., has opened his own 
law office at Suite 700, Philadelphia Stock Ex­
change Building, Philadelphia. Richard
Gable, dean of students and science teacher 
at Shady Side Academy of Pittsburgh, Pa., 
has received a Paul G. Benedum Teaching 
Fellowship for 1983-84. Waymond A. Grier is 
credit manager with Banque NMB-Interunion, 
Paris, France. Robert McIntyre has been 
named assistant director for nursing adminis­
trative affairs at the Germantown Hospital and 
Medical Center, Philadelphia. Richard J. 
Smith is the new vice president and general 
manager of the Sunbury Division plant of 
Mary Macintosh Service, Inc. Rene Vander 
Vossen has been promoted to senior vice 
president of Philadelphia National Bank. He 
will head the asset-based lending division.
John E. DeWald, Esq.
'7 0  _____________________ ___
The American College of Physicians an­
nounced that Gilbert C. Carrol, M.D., has 
been elected to fellowship in the national 
medical specialty society.
'71 __________________
Edward T. Morley, Jr., for the last nine years 
a monk of the Trappist Community of the 
Monastery of Our Lady of the Holy Spirit in 
Conyers, Georgia, was ordained to the priest­
hood on April 9 by Archbishop Thomas Don- 
nellon of Atlanta, Ga.
BIRTH: to Michael J. Diccicco and Frances 
Jacob Diccicco, ’74 a son, Michael William.
'72 __________________
A master’s degree in business administration 
was conferred on Michael F. McFadden from 
Widener University.
'73 __________________
BIRTH: to Rick Green and his wife Debby 
Stratton, a son, Christopher.
'74___________________
Carlo J. DiMarco, D.O., is a second-year 
ophthalmology resident at The Osteopathic 
Medical Center in Philadelphia. Eugene V. 
Flynn, Esq., is presently associated with the 
law firm of Kim & Chang in Seoul, Korea. John 
A. Zagorski received a juris doctor degree 
from Widener University of Chester, Pa. 
BIRTH: to Frances Jacob Diccicco and 




Many alumni have already re­
ceived telephone calls from the 
Harris Publishing Company, pub­
lishers of our official alumni direc­
tory. The purpose of the tele­
phone contact is to verify the in­
formation which the alumni 
provided on the directory ques­
tionnaires and the current infor­
mation held on alumni records.
At the same time, the tele­
phone representatives of the pub­
lishing company are inviting 
alumni to purchase personal 
copies of the directory.
The directory is tentatively 
scheduled for release in Decem­
ber. If you are interested in order­
ing a copy and have not heard 
from the publisher by Septem­
ber, you may contact the pub­
lisher direct at the following ad-
dress: Doreen Luff
Customer Service Representative
Bernard C. Harris Publishing 
Company, Inc.
3 Barker Avenue 
White Plains, NY 10601
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James E. Connell
John J. Pettit, Jr., ’56, chairman of the Downtown 
Club, presents honorary lifetime membership in 
college's Alumni Association to Mrs. Anne C. 
Hughes upon her retirement as office manager 
of the Alumni Office, during luncheon on April 
at Engineer's Club. Watching are (from left): 
James J. McDonald, '58, the college’s Alumni 
Director; Mrs. Hughes’ son, Philip E., Jr., Esq., 
71, newly-elected president of the Association, 
and Mary Beth Bryers, 76, assistant director of 
alumni.
'75 '79
John F. Murphy, Jr., received a master of 
arts degree in history from Villanova Univer­
sity. Peter E. Waldren, II, received a doctor 
of medicine degree from Jefferson Medical 
College, Thomas Jefferson University. He 
plans a residency in Pediatrics at the Medical 
College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
'7 6  ________________
Stephen M. Krason recently received his 
Ph.D. in political science from the State Uni­
versity of New York. Steven Jay Lichten­
stein received a doctorate of medicine from 
the University of Louisville. Martin Schratz, 
O.F.M., was ordained on June 11 for the 
Capuchin Franciscans. Father Schratz has 
been assigned as Director of High School Stu­
dents at St. Francis Seminary, Lafayette, N.J. 
MARRIAGE: Karen L. Matczat to Lt. (j.g.) 
John J. Ebley, Jr.
BIRTHS: to Anne Kearney Green and her
husband David Greene, a son, Brendan 
Timothy; to Patricia Osborne Heenan and
her husband Dan Heenan, a son, Sean.
'77 __________________
Mary Mariano is a Teacher at the Hill School 
at Mount Airy, Pa. Angelo G. Stortini received 
a juris doctor degree from Widener Univer­
sity.
MARRIAGE: Fred Hanselmann, Esq., to
Mary N. Johnson.
'78___________________
Anne Marie Lento Brownmiller has been 
named a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries in 
Philadelphia. Rudy DePersia is completing a 
residency in internal medicine at Jefferson 
University Hospital, Philadelphia. Theresa 
Piecyk Umlauft is teaching English at Pace 
Catholic High School in Miami, Fla. Lori 
Siegel DePersia, M.D., is a Radiologist at the 
Wilmington Medical Center in Wilmington, De. 
MARRIAGE: Lori Siegel, M.D. to Rudy De- 
Persia, M.D.
BIRTHS: to Susan Kardish Cattie and Frank 
Cattie, ’79, a son, Francis Joseph; to 
Laurence White and his wife Barbara Moser 
White, 79 , a daughter, Megan Elizabeth.
William D. Allen received his doctor of medi­
cine degree from the Medical College of 
Pennsylvania. Mark F. Bressler received a 
medical doctorate from The Milton S. Hershey 
Medical Center of The Pennsylvania State 
University. Dr. Bressler will be serving a resi­
dency in internal medicine with Abington (Pa.) 
Hospital. Philip J. Horn, Jr., has been 
selected for membership in the Alpha Omega 
Alpha Society, a national medical honor so­
ciety and will begin a residency program in 
obstetrics & gynecology at Pennsylvania Hos­
pital. A doctor of medicine degree was con­
ferred upon Frederick W. Ruthardt, Jr. by 
Jefferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson 
University. He will be a resident at Mercy Hos­
pital, Pittsburgh, Pa. Carl B. Shanholtz re­
ceived a doctor of medicine degree from Jef­
ferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson 
University, Philadelphia. He will intern at the 
Naval Regional Medical Center in San Diego, 
Ca. Thomas A. Verdi received a medical doc­
torate from The Milton S. Hershey Medical 
Center and will complete a residency in radio­
logy at the Mercy Catholic Medical Center in 
Darby, Pa. Bruce R. Winokur, a graduate of 
the New York University School of Law, was 
admitted to the New York State Bar and is 
presently a trust administrator at The Chase 
Manhattan Bank.
BIRTH: to Barbara Moser White and her hus­
band, Laurence White, 78 , a daughter, 
Megan Elizabeth.
' 8 0 ___________________________
Albert M. DiGregorio, Jr., Jane M. Fagan, 
and Vincent N. Melchiorre received juris 
doctor degrees from Widener University. 
Nancy A. Nolan received a juris doctor 
degree from the Dickinson School of Law, 
Carlisle, Pa. James P. Whelan received a 
master’s of arts degree in psychology from 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
BIRTH: to Cheryl Yurkanin Aycock and her 
husband, Basil, a daughter, Julie Marie.
'8 1 ____________________________
Donna Skalicky Armstrong graduated first in 
special diploma in public and social adminis­
tration from Oxford University, England. She 
is currently the administrator of Brookhaven 
Estates in Warminister, Pa. Adrienne Wil­
liams has been accepted for admission to 
Villanova Law School, Villanova, Pa. 
MARRIAGES: Andrea Ciammetti to Charles 
Funk, Jr.; Donna Skalicky to Thomas A. 
Armstrong, M.D.; Pamela J. Williams to Rob­
ert E. Berus.
’82
Paul G. Samulenas has accepted a position 
as a systems programmer with the Sperry Un- 
ivac Corporation’s Special Products Division 
in Salt Lake City, Utah.
’83
Rosemary Barbera
Betsy Ann Stein was awarded the Montgom­
ery County Medical Society’s Medical School 
Scholarship for 1983-84. She will attend Jef­
ferson University School of Medicine in Phila­
delphia. Rosemary Barbera has joined the La 
Salle College staff as an administrative assis­
tant in the College Union. She was recently 
named one of the 1983 American Bible So­
ciety national award winners for excellence in 
Biblical Studies while she was a religion major 
at the college.
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ALUMNI ASSOC
Highlighting Alumni Reunion activity this 
year were “class gifts” presented to 
Brother President Patrick Ellis and 
Brother Charles Gresh, director of the an­
nual fund, by (from left): Joseph M. 
Gindhart, Esq., ’58; Terence K. Heaney, 
Esq., ’63, and Henry P. Close, M.D., '33.
Former Explorer basketball star Bobby Fields, '71, holds plaque after 
being inducted into Alumni Association's Hall of Athletes at dinner follow­
ing annual Alumni Golf Outing at LuLu Country Club on May 20. Making 
presentation were Marianne S. Gauss, '75, and Greg Webster, '81 (right), 
who coordinated the event, and Philip E. Hughes, Jr., Esq., '71, president 
of the Alumni Association.
Organizing the Class of ’53 Reunion were (from left): Brother Arthur J. 
Bangs, F.S.C., Robert Lynch, Esq., John J. French, William Murphy, 
Julius Fiorvanti, Esq., John J. Zaccaria, G. Russell Reiss, M.D., and 
Gerald Gawronski.
The Class of '63 held its reunion under the direction of (from left): James 
J. Gallagher, Terence K. Heaney, Esq., Frank Smith, Bernard O'Connor, 
and John F. Smart, Jr.
Members of the Class of 78  organizing committee included (from left): 
Robert H. McLaren, Susan (Murphy) Dieruff, Dr. Walter Dieruff, Kate 
(Harper) Kelly, Paul Kelly, Paula (Wagner) DiRugeris, and Mark 
DiRugeris.
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Albert Riviezzo, Esq. (left), and Raymond J. Regan (right) organized the 
Class of '73 Reunion with the assistance of James J. McDonald, ’58, 
the college’s alumni director.
The Class of ’58 had a reunion committee comprised of (from left): 
Robert Morro, Patrick Kennedy, Eugene J. Kelly, Joseph Panchella, 
Kenneth G. Hager, Joseph M. Gindhart, Esq., and John Magosin.
Members of the Class of '48 Committee were (from left): John T. Con­
nors, George Curtis, Angelo Perri, John L. McCloskey, chairman, and 
Thomas B. Harper, Jr., Esq.
La Salle's Homecoming Weekend 
on May 20-21 Brought Together a 
Record Number of Alumni on 
Cam pus. Some 750 People 
Gathered for Reunions, Hall of Ath­
letes Awards Dinner, Golf Outing, 
Sunday Mass and Brunch.
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Thomas J. Gola, '55, expresses appreciation after receiving “ Man of the Year” award at annual 
Basketball Banquet. Gola was recently selected to the all-time National Invitation Tournament team, 
sponsored by New York’s Madison Square Garden.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
’50 ’67
Joseph A. Gallagher, president IVB and a 
member of the college’s board of trustees, 
has earned the prestigious Sourin Award this 
year from the Catholic Philopatrian Literary 
Institute. Joseph H. Foster, Esq., of Wyncote, 
Pa., has been elected a fellow of the Inter­
national Society of Barristers.
’57
Thomas P. Duffy was elected a trustee by the 
New Jersey Society of Certified Public Ac­
countants.
’59__________________________
Frank H. McCarty was installed as a member 
of the Board of Directors of the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers. He is corporate di­
rector of manufacturing engineering at Ray­
theon Company, Lexington, Mass.
' 61__________________________
George Duncan has been promoted to 
branch chief, Contracting and Production 
Division, Directorate of Subsistence, Defense 
Personnel Support Center of the Defense 
Logistics Agency in Philadelphia.
'64__________________________
The Sacred Heart Hospital and Rehabilitation 
Center in West Chester, Pa. has named 
Anthony J. Gatt chief financial officer.
David C. Fleming, Jr., vice president of busi­
ness affairs at La Salle College, received an 
appreciation plaque from Manor Junior Col­
lege in Jenkintown, Pa., upon his retirement 
as a trustee.
’69
Leo Craig has been promoted to vice presi­
dent and general manager of Narco 
Biosystems in Houston, Texas. Joseph T. 
Ryan, track coach at Philadelphia College of 
Textiles and Science, was voted NCAA District 
II Track Coach of the Year.
'70_________________________ _
Edward H. Devine has been appointed to 
serve on Immaculata College President’s 
Council. William D. Mullen has been named 
assistant vice president at Industrial Valley 
Bank.
Explorer Olympians To Be 
Honored By Downtown Club
The Alumni DOWNTOWN 
CLUB will honor La Salle Olym­
pians at a luncheon in Philadel­
phia on Tuesday, October 4. 
Guests expected include gold 
medal winner Joe Verdeur, ’50, 
as well as Al Cantello, ’55, and Ira 
Davis, ’58.
Verdeur won his gold medal in 
the 1984 Olympics in London 
when he took the 200 meter 
breaststroke event. Cantello, an 
all around athlete as an under­
graduate, represented the Marine 
Corps as our javelin thrower in 
the 1956 Olympics. Davis partici­
pated in the Olympic games 
three times in the triple jump.
All three were named charter 
members of the Hall of Athletes 
when it was established in 1961.
The luncheon will begin at 
noon at the Engineers Club, 1317 
Spruce Street, and the charge 
will be $10/per person. For 
necessary reservations contact 




Paul R. Driscoll has been promoted to 
auditor at Beneficial Savings Bank. Robert A. 
Kramer was graduated from Widener Univer­
sity with a master’s of science degree in taxa­
tion.
'73
Robert E. Campbell has been promoted to 
assistant regional auditor of First National 
State Bancorporation, the parent holding 
company of six affiliate banks including First 
National State Bank of New Jersey. Joseph 
Fijalkowski is the new operations manager of 
Tom Dunphy, Inc., a realty company based in 
northeast Philadelphia. The Board of Gov­
ernors of the Electrical Association of Phila­
delphia announces the appointment of James 
T. Fox as director of the association. Dennis 
W. Higgins has joined Philadelphia National 
Bank as a project manager in the Information 
Services Department. William I. Weber, III, 
has been named sales manager in Metro­
politan Life Insurance Company’s Wyomiss- 
ing district sales office in West Reading, Pa. 
Thomas J. Opsut, Esq., has been named act­
ing director of the office of compliance and 
review of the Legal Services Corporation, 
Washington, D.C.
'74__________________
BIRTH: to John Hughes and his wife Pam, a 
daughter, Jennifer Anne.
Richard Knight has been elected to American 
Bell’s National Council of Leaders in Delran, 
N.J., a distinction given only to the top three 
percent of the company’s sales force. Capt. 
John C. Woods has joined the college's Army 
ROTC Department staff as an assistant 
professor of military science.
MARRIAGE: James Plewes to Stella White.
'76 __________________
Timothy Jospeh Droney, III, has graduated 
from St. George’s University School of Medi­
cine. He will serve his residency at St. Joseph 
Hospital and Medical Center in Paterson, N.J. 
Daniel G. Holmes has earned a juris doctor 
degree from Widener University. Roger W. 
Post has been promoted to senior credit audit 
officer at Fidelity Bank in Philadelphia.
'77 __________________
Christopher B. Koob has been selected to be 
on Lockheed Missiles and Space Company’s 
wage administration negotiating team for 
1983 collective bargaining negotiations. 
Thomas J. Metz has been named an assistant 
vice president of Fidelity Bank.
MARRIAGE: Christopher B. Koob to Claudia 
Stock.
'78 __________________




La Salle’s Accounting Depart­
ment recently honored five 
graduates, certified public ac­
countants who have become 
prominent business executives, 
with the annual Michael A. DeAn- 
gelis awards for outstanding 
achievement in the accounting 
profession. Recipients of the 
awards, named in honor of the 
college’s distinguished account­
ing professor who died in 1981, 
were:
William E. Herron, ’67, of
Upper Gwynedd, Pa., partner, 
Arthur Andersen & Co., special­
izing in banking institutions and 
real estate developers.
Thomas A. Leonard, '70, of 
Turnersville, N.J., partner, 
Coopers & Lybrand, a specialist 
in investment-type companies 
and the health care area.
James F. Long, ’59, of
Simsbury, Ct., who has just been 
appointed vice president and 
controller, R.J. Reynolds Indus­
tries Food and Beverage Group.
Thomas Mahoney, '70, of Hat- 
boro, Pa., partner and director of 
the life insurance specialty team, 
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Frank J. Noonan, '55, of
Glenside, Pa., senior vice presi­
dent and controller, Fidelcor, 
Inc., and The Fidelity Bank, and 
head of the accounting group of 
the bank’s Finance and Planning 
Department.
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'75___________________'72___________________
BIRTH: to Frank Cattie and his wife Susan 
Kardish Cattie, '78, a son, Francis Joseph.
'79__________________________
MARRIAGES: Charles W. Raudonis to Holly 
Reedinger, ’81; Patricia Gregory to Walter 
Kieler, '78; Joseph Jacobsen to Elinor Hin­
ton.
'80_________________________
Vincent J. Prendergast, of Touche-Ross’ Aus­
tin, Texas office has attained his C.P.A. 
MARRIAGE: Toni Marie Ward to Alfredo F. 
Rodrigues.
’8 1 ______________________
John Mayza has been named Revenue Tax 
Examiner for the City of Philadelphia. 
MARRIAGES: Laura R. Avis to James J. Jef­




Douglas M. Robinson has been promoted to 
senior banking officer at Fidelity Bank in 
Philadelphia.
'81_________________________
George E. Hoffman, Jr., has joined the St. 
Louis, Mo. office of Price Waterhouse as man­
ager in the St. Louis Hospital and Medical 
Service Group. William I. Weber, III, has 
been named sales manager in the Metro­
politan Life Insurance Company’s Wyomiss- 
















Lt. Stanley R. Snock, Jr., U.S.M.C., has
completed training at Officers Candidate 
School, in Quanticoe, Va.
'74 _________________________
Rev. Joseph Murray has been named princi­
pal of Bishop McDevitt High School in Wyn- 
cote, Pa. Yearbooks
Available
A limited number of 1976, 
1978, and 1979 Explorer year­
books are now available at the 
special price of $15.00. To 
purchase a yearbook, send a 
check or money order payable to 
La Salle College Explorer to The 
Explorer, Box 685, La Salle Col­
lege, Phila., Pa. 19141. Anyone 
interested in ordering a 1984 Ex­
plorer, placing an ad in the 1984 
Explorer, or being listed on the 
Distinguished Patron or Patron 
pages of the 1984 Explorer 
should contact The Explorer by 
December 1, 1983.
MOVING?
If your mailing address will change in 
the next 2-3 months, or if this issue is 
addressed to your son or daughter 
who no longer maintains a per­
manent address at your home, 




City State Zip Code
PRINT your full name, 
class year and new ad­
dress on the opposite 
form, and
Attach the label from the 
back cover of this issue 
and mail to the Alumni 
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